
Questions for Aerial Patrol Application  

Why is the location information of ROW conflicts identified by MPL Aerial Patrol 
contractors is often inaccurate? 

One of the problems you told us was Aerial Patrol contractors must make the choice to 
compromise safety or delay the communication of ROW Conflict information while 
flying in controlled airspace because of air traffic density and other obstacles. How do 
you see the application helping to solve this problem?  

Another problem you indicated was critical ROW conflict information is at times 
incorrect due to human error during one of multiple manual entry actions required in 
the ROW Conflict communication workflow. What is the existing workflow? 

You mentioned that Aerial Patrol and MPL personnel do not work together as a team 
because closed loop communication channels between MPL Areas and Aerial Patrol 
Contractors does not exist. How do you see the application helping to solve this 
problem?  

If we created a history section/area, how far back do you think it should go? Should it 
be based on time or by the number of incidents? 

Another challenge listed was, unnecessary ROW Conflict reports bog down the 
communication process because aerial patrol contractors are not aware of “known to 
MPL” ROW activities and redundant reporting of non-threatening conflicts. Do you see 
this as part of the history or separate section such as notifications? 

Do the same pilots fly the same sections of pipeline? 

There appears to be 3 phases within the pilot patrol application. Pre-flight, during 
flight, and post-flight.   

• Pre-flight the pilot/observer logins into the application and downloads the 
sections of the map they’ll be flying. Beyond this, what else do you see 
happening in this phase? 

• During flight the observer, records information and photographs conflicts as 
well as areas patrolled. Is there anything else that needs to take place? 

• Post-flight the patrol crew can make edits to the previously recorded 
information and then export the day’s work into an Excel spreadsheet. Does 
anything else need to happen?  

o Can we talk more in-depth about exporting the excel ROW inspection 
form? Does only the pilot/observer export their own work or do other 
people have the capability to export their work?  

Can we a list of all the pieces of data that needs to be collected on an aerial patrol? In 
addition, could you provide us with some examples of the data? For example, I’m 
curious to know the average length of the notes an observer records.  



Is there always a photo taken of a conflict? How many photos on average does the 
observer take of a conflict? How many should be submitted with a report? Does the 
pilot loop around an area to get better information and more photos?  

Who sets the threat level of a conflict? Observer?


